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Sofia Booking Forms
There will be an Investiture in the former Royal Palace and a subsequent Banquet of the Grand Priory of
Terrae Danubicae in Sofia on the 2nd October ! Booking Forms can be found on www.mocinfo.info.
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The Grand Priory of Italy reopens after 13 months of Pandemic
After 13 months of COVID-19, on the 30th May the Grand Priory of Italy met in the beautiful church of St
Anthony of Padua in Latisana where our chaplain don Camillo Magarotto celebrated the Mass, accompanied
by the voice and music of Maestro Casasola. Around 40 people including various guests were present to hear
don Camillo’s interesting commentary on the Gospel of Trinity Sunday as well as his wish that the pandemic
comes to an end. Among the Knights and Dames present were the Prior of Friuli Baron Elio Serra and the
Prior of Veneto Count Enzo Modulo Morosini. The Grand Prior Marquess Raffaele Formentini thanked all
present, reminding them of the next meeting in October but especially the Investiture in Venice on 30th April
2022. Afterwards everyone gathered at the well known restaurant “Alle Griglie” where our confrère Baron
Fernando Dalla Mora, ably assisted by his son Antonio, served a splendid lunch which inevitably included
toasts to the Grand Master. So we could bring to an end this sad period for the Order, wishing for all with the
help of St Agatha a prompt resumption of normal life.

Il Gran Priorato d’Italia si ritrova dopo 13 mesi di pandemia
Il Gran Priorato d’Italia, dopo 13 mesi di Covid19, ha potuto ritrovarsi a Latisana il 30 maggio scorso, presso
la bella chiesa di S. Antonio da Padova, dove nostro Cappellano Rev. Don Camillo Magarotto ha celebrato la
S. Messa accompagnata dalle voce e dalle musiche di Maestro Casasola. Circa quarante persone con parrechi
ospiti hanno così potuto ascoltare l’interessante intervento di Don Camillo sul Vangelo della Ssa Trinità e suo
augurio affinchè la pandemia si esaurisca. Fra i cavalieri e dame presenti erano presenti il Priore del Friuli
barone d. Elio Serra e il Priore del Veneto conte d. Enzo Modulo Morosini. Il Gran Priore marchese d. Raffaele
Formentini ha portato ringraziamenti ai presenti ricordando il prossimo incontro in ottobre e sopratutto la
conferma del Capitolo e Investiture a Venezia il 30 aprile 2022. Dopo tutti hanni ragiunto il noto ristorante «
Alle Griglie » dove dal proprietario nostro confratello barone d. Fernando Dalla Mora con l’abile aiuto del
figlio Antonio è stato servito un pranzo degno di plausio con gli inevitabili brindisi al Gran Maestro. Così è
potuto ricucire quel tragico strappa che il Covid19 ha creato nella communità dell’Ordine, augurando a tutti e
con l’aiuto di Sant’Agata una pronta e normale ripresa per tutti.
Raffaele Formentini
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Saint Elizabeth of Aragon
The House of Aragon has its very own saint ! Saint Elizabeth of Aragon (by birth) but also known as Saint
Isabel of Portugal (of which she was Queen and where she is simply known as the Holy Queen). Her Feast
Day is this month – the 4th July (except in the USA where for some reason they moved her to the 5th July).
Born in 1271 in the royal palace of the Aljafaria in Zaragoza, Elizabeth was the daughter of Infante Peter (later
King Peter III) and his wife Constance of Sicily and the sister of three kings: Alfonso II and James II of Aragon
and Frederick III of Sicily. Elizabeth showed an early enthusiasm for her faith. She said the full Divine Office
daily, fasted and did other penance, as well as attended twice-daily Masses.

King Peter III

The Palace of Aljafaria in Zaragoza

The interior of the Aljafaria

Her marriage to King Denis of Portugal was arranged in 1281 when she was
10 years old, but it was only in 1288 that the wedding was celebrated, when
Denis was 26 years old, whilst Elizabeth was 17. Denis, a poet and statesman,
was known as the Rei Lavrador (English: Farmer King), as he planted a large
pine forest near Leiria to prevent the soil degradation that threatened the
region. Elizabeth quietly pursued the regular religious practices of her youth
and was devoted to the poor and sick. Such a life was taken as a reproach to
many around her and caused ill will in some quarters. Eventually, her prayer
and patience succeeded in converting her husband, who had been leading a
very dissolute life, even by the standards of royals of the time.
Elizabeth took an active interest in Portuguese politics and was a decisive
conciliator during the negotiations concerning the Treaty of Alcañices, signed
by Denis and Fernando IV of Castile in 1297 which fixed the borders between
the two countries. In 1304 the Queen and Denis returned to Spain to arbitrate
between Fernando IV of Castile and James II of Aragon, a brother of Elizabeth.

King Denis & Queen Elizabeth

Elizabeth served as intermediary between her husband and their own son Afonso during the Civil War of
1322-1324. The Infante greatly resented the king, whom he accused of favoring the king's illegitimate son,
Afonso Sanches. Denis was only prevented from executing Afonso by the intervention of the Queen. Legend
has it that in 1323 Elizabeth, mounted on a mule, positioned herself between both opposing armies on the field
of Alvalade in order to prevent the combat. Peace returned in 1324, once the illegitimate son was sent into
exile and the Infante swore loyalty to his father.
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A depiction of Queen Elizabeth keeping the peace on the field of Alvalade

After Denis' death in 1325, Elizabeth retired to the monastery of the Poor Clare nuns which she had founded
in 1314) in Coimbra. She joined the Third Order of St. Francis, devoting the rest of her life to the poor and
sick in obscurity. During the great famine in 1293, she donated flour from her cellars to the starving in
Coimbra. She was also known for being modest in her dress and humble in conversation, for providing lodging
for pilgrims, distributing small gifts, paying the dowries of poor girls, and educating the children of poor
nobles. She was a benefactor of various hospitals in Coimbra, Santarém and Leiria and of religious projects
such as the Trinity Convent in Lisbon, chapels in Leiria and Óbidos and the cloister in Alcobaça.
She was called to act once more as a peacemaker in 1336, when
her son by now Afonso IV marched his troops against his son-inlaw King Alfonso XI of Castile, married to his daughter Maria
whom he neglected and ill-treated. In spite of age and weakness,
the Queen-dowager insisted on hurrying to Estremoz, where the
two kings' armies were drawn up. She again stopped the fighting
and caused terms of peace to be arranged. But the exertion
brought on her final illness. As soon as her mission was
completed, she took to her bed with a fever from which she died
on 4 July in the castle of Estremoz. She earned the title of
Peacemaker on account of her efficacy in solving disputes.
Although Denis was buried in Odivelas, Elizabeth was buried in
the Convent of Santa Clara in Coimbra in a magnificent Gothic
sarcophagus. In the 17th century the Poor Clares moved her
remains to a sarcophagus of silver and crystal above the High
Altar. Note the Arms of Aragon (along with those of
Portugal) on the altar itself.
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Welcome to the House of Nobility in Helsinki!
The MOC's first investiture in Finland was held on Saturday the 26th of May
2018. Helsinki welcomed its guests by showing its best sides, with sunshine
and warm weather. The informal dinner was held at NJK (Nyländska
Jaktklubben), an old yacht club with ancient ancestry, which has often been
visited by King Harald V of Norway. The yacht club is on an island outside
Helsinki. The investiture itself was held in St. John's Church in Helsinki, a
nice gathering, as the investitures in Stockholm have been held in recent years
in St. John's Church in Stockholm, both grand churches built of red bricks.
The formal dinner was held at the House of Nobility in Helsinki, a beautiful
building in the city centre. My short overview of the House of Nobility in
Helsinki including the background for the building, is taken from "Randall
Nybom 1904-2003, For the Honor and the Country", written by the
Commander of Finlandia H.E. Don Dick Lundell MJ MOC, Baron of
Gibellina in 2006, as well as also from the Finnish House of Nobility
homepage.

G.T. Chiewitz drawing of the House of Nobility, 1857

The House of Nobility in Helsinki today

The Kingdom of Svea in the Middle Ages was a society where a motley collection of local magnates each
ruled their own territories. The position of the Royal Family had therefore to be strengthened. This was done
at expense of these local magnates who acted for their own benefit. To maintain and broaden his position of
power the King needed an army. Consequently units were established to provide armed knights, who were
exempted from tax. These were called "maintaining farmers" saviours. They would later be called nobles. By
a statute, this procedure was verified in Alsnö in 1280. In the beginning the noble status was personal and
could be deprived if his knight did not fulfil the measure during an annual periodic review. Already during
the 16th century the process had evolved towards the inheritance of nobility. Only the regent had the right to
confer nobility, which eventually was extended to other deserving persons, such as officers, senior officials,
and scientists, without the previously requirement to provide a horse and rider. The nobility was generally
given the opportunity to hold higher office in the civil service.
The nobility was divided into higher and lower nobilities. The number of high nobles was few, mighty and
wealthy, while the low nobles part were a larger number and usually possessed lower posts and offices within
the Kingdom. Together they formed a social upper class. In 1435 there four sectors of society or Estates, of
which the nobility was one. Each Estate made its own decisions internally and, if necessary, was put to the
vote, with three county votes required for decisions in each case.
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Gustav II Adolf established the House of Nobility in 1626, whereupon it was decided that the noble families
should be introduced in the order in which they were bestowed nobility. The oldest family was introduced
first and the later ones in numerical order. At that time, a state-owned House of Nobility was also built at
Riddarholmen in Stockholm. This was to give dignity to nobility events.
According to a Knighthood order of 1626, the nobility is divided into three categories: 1) the Lord Class
(consisting of counts and barons), 2) the Knight class (consisting of descendants of the Privy Council), and 3)
other Nobility. The Knight class was naturally narrow and to maintain the balance between the classes, King
Gustaf III in 1978 promoted the 300 oldest families and all commanders of the Order of the Sword and The
Order of the North Star from the third class to the Knight class. The coronet of rank is of different design
depending on whether it is of a county, baron or noble. The colours of noble arms are nowadays strictly
regulated.
The 1808-09 War led to Sweden losing Finland, the country now becoming a Grand Duchy under the Tsar of
Russia. Thus he, as regent, raised deserving citizens to the noble status. The last person in Finland to receive
noble status was Secretary of State, General August Langhoff. He was promoted to baron in 1912.
In 1906, a modern form of governance was introduced in Finland, namely a Single Chamber Parliament. As
a result, the nobility had in practice lost its political importance
Already in the beginning of the 19th century, the East of Senate square, in the
block called Servalen, had been reserved space for a House of Nobility in
Helsinki. In 1857, the Knighthood and Nobles reserved the block to build a
building for their activities. Several architectural proposals in different
building styles were submitted, finally the proposal of architect
G.T.Chiewitz's won. His neo-Gothic creation was completed in 1862. On
National Day in 1863 the House was used as a meeting room for all four
Estates, as the Parliament had not yet been built. In other words, the House of
Nobility is Finland's first parliamentary building.
The House of Nobility is still a very active building. A large part of the interior
is contemporary with the building, which means that the house is like a
museum, but even in this historical environment there are daily activities in
addition to its own office with a library for researchers. Parts of the house are
rented out, carefully adapted to modern operations. Today the activities of the
House of Nobility are based on the Knight's house order of 1918, which was
ratified by the Finnish Regent C.G Mannerheim. In accordance with this Law
the nobility meets every three years.
In the House of Nobility, each family has its own chair with the family number
on the back of the chair. The head of the family always sits on his own chair
during the meetings. There are also the many good feasts enjoyed by the
representatives of the families. It provides a good thread of continuity and a
sense of preservation of both traditions and good customs when you know
that your predecessor sat on the same chair. During our investiture in Helsinki,
we had two heads of family who sat on their own chairs, Carl-Gustav von
Troil and Sverre Falck.
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Family No 280 is Nyborn

In between, ongoing matters are handled by the
executive board of the House of Nobility, consisting
of seven ordinary members and five deputies. The
care of the building itself and of the historically
valuable collections that are in the house is an
important task today. The House of Nobility Archive
stores, among other things, a large collection of
heraldic documents with shields painted in colour, the
oldest from the 16th century. A distinguished seal
collection and many fine medals are also included in
the collections. The Knights’ Office, with library and
archives for researchers, is open on all weekdays. In
addition to a genealogist, there also serve an
amanuenses and a clerk who are at the service of
inquiries concerning various activities within the
House of Nobility. There are also personal data of all
Finnish nobles from the Middle Ages onwards. The
genealogist is responsible for continuously
supplementing these genealogies and leading other
research and publication activities. Every three years,
a noble calendar is published, which includes up-todate personal data for all living members of the
Finnish nobility, A total of 357 knights have been
introduced (registered) at the Finnish House of
Nobility.
The symbols that we now call ‘coats of arms’ were This is from the collections of the House of Nobility in Helsinki,
originally heraldic shields for identification in the
the picture shows Knights and Nobility who participated in the
1905 – 1906 Country Day.
battlefield. The description of the shield (the blazon),
with a picture of the coat of arms, is included in an armorial which is given to the noble family on the occasion
of their ennoblement. The design of the coat of arms has varied over the years according to contemporary
artistic trends. At the end of the 19th century, a young man called George Granfelt was assigned to draw all
existing family coats of arms, which were subsequently published in a book called Vapenbok för Finlands
Ridderskap och Adel (1889).

The family coats of arms on the walls in the House of Nobility in Helsinki
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It was common for a person who was ennobled to choose a
new family surname. Until the 18th century, this could be
done by simply announcing the new family name, as family
names were not commonly used by people outside the
nobility. The name assumed by the newly ennobled person
was often based on their coat of arms, their estate, or the
region where the family came from. In the early 19th
century, it became increasingly fashionable amongst the
nobility to retain their ‘bourgeois’ family name, although
with occasional minor changes or additions. Having a
certain family name does not in itself guarantee that a
person is a member of the nobility. A family may have
Nobility Party in 1925
several lineages, some of which are noble while others are not.
Over the years, three families have adopted a Finnish family name as they were ennobled. Finnish family
names are also occasionally used by other noble families, as some family members have decided to translate
their names into Finnish.

The Gala Dinner at the MOC Investiture in Helsinki 2018

Susanna Lundell

St Alban in Cardiff!
Our Chaplain Fr Sebastian Jones is Superior of
the Cardiff Oratory, dedicated to St Alban the
proto-martyr of the British Isles.
On St Alban’s Feast day the 20th June the Abbot
of Farnborough celebrated a Pontifical Mass at
the end of which he presented the Oratory with
a major relic of St Alban to be placed in a shrine
dedicated to him.
The MOC was invited (with the Order of St
Lazarus) to carry the relic to the shrine.
Here you can see Philip Brown and Andrew Lane gallantly in action!
Probably a bit taller than the other chaps.
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More on the History of the MOC: The Family Pact and the Head of the House
Remember, we are now in Palermo
in the Palace of the Marchese
Paternò Spedalotto in the year 1853
where a meeting of all the branches
of the Paternò family have gathered
to consider who should be
designated the Head of the House.
After a review of the relevant
evidence presented by the 7th Duke
of Carcaci and a wide-ranging
discussion (all documented in a
notarial act), it was concluded that
the royal rights vested in the Head of
House should be confirmed in Don
Mario Paternò Castello, the infant
son of the Duke of Carcaci’s younger
brother Don Giovanni and his wife
Donna Eleonora Guttadauro of
Emmanuel Riburdone, the heiress of
the House of Guttadauro, since
Don Giovanni the Regent; his wife, Donna Eleanore Guttadauro
unique in the family he descended
from the Kings of Aragon through both his mother and his father through their separate descents from King
James the Conqueror. This conclusion then received the formal approval of King Ferdinand II of the Two
Sicilies.
A family pact was then signed and registered on 16 June 1853
in the Chamber of Seals and Royal Registers of the Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies. It was decreed that during the minority of
Don Mario, his father Don Giovanni should be Regent.

Don Mario I

A further endorsement came on 2nd February 1860 when the
Royal Commission for Titles of Nobility recommended to the
new king of the Two Sicilies Francis II that a petition by
Ecc’mo Sig. Don Mario Paternò Castello Guttadauro dei
Duchi di Carcaci be granted by which he would receive all
confirmation of the Sovereign’s assent for those “chivalrous
distinctions” which he wished to bestow as a sovereign fons
honorum in his own right. On 11th February 1860 the king
approved the recommendation of the Royal Commission and
directed the Secretary of State for Sicilian Affairs to give
effect to his approval. The Head of the House of Paternò, Don
Mario and thereafter his successors, was recognized as head
of a sovereign house with all the concomitant privileges,
including the creation of noble titles and the conferral of
knighthoods within his own orders of chivalry.
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Little things like can this bring great joy when housebound!

Stefano Serra

As we begin to emerge from these terrible times, my best wishes to you all!

Stephen
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